FROM THE EDITOR

Who We Are

The holiday season may seem different this year with recent searing memories of individual and community heartbreak. For many, the holidays may be tough, and this season in particular may be very tough. Let’s pause to take in and remind ourselves of who we are: master clinicians who care for patients with cancer and their family members; caregiving instructors; and those prepared to answer the call, serving humanity.

The suffering many have experienced during this period of storms and fires and violence is particularly wearying. And we all are witnesses to suffering from omnipresent media images and reporting. For anyone, it can be difficult to avoid relentless feelings of confusion, despair, or hopelessness.

What do we as oncology nurses bring to these times of chronic uncertainty and indescribable pain? We are those who are singularly prepared to help, who uncover peace or comfort when misery is present. “We are those who are singularly prepared to help, who uncover peace or comfort when misery is present.”

As leaders out in the front of chaotic situations and stalled initiatives, we rely on our customized navigation systems, buoyed by contacts, networking, resources, and creative thinking. Our clinical decision-making skills establish priorities that filter out extraneous data so that we maneuver bedside and institutional systems and tackle the stuff that really matters. We are used to complicated care plans, too many acronyms, and layers of processes and double checks. But we get there, providing safe, timely and focused care.

So, with this brief holiday message reflecting on sobering times, I wish you and yours a meaningful season of celebration and renewal. As we have learned once again this year, our tomorrows are not guaranteed. But our todays usually are. And we, as skilled clinical oncology nurses, provide tangible comfort and comprehensive expertise.

Thank you for caring for patients and families, friends, and strangers. And let’s not forget to care for one another.

Cancer is our focus, humanity our practice.

Ellen Carr, RN, MSN, AOCN
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